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Black sheep movie

If you're looking for the best black movies to play, we'll cover you. This list is just a starting point - hundreds of great black films - but we want to show a selection of the best black films in different genres that represent what it's like to be a minority in America. The films on this list, which include comedy, romance, horror and action films, have mostly black shows, directors or both.
Regardless of genre, they kind of talk about what life is like to be Black in America.The best streaming devices are How to watch Marvel movies in order If you're looking for more, Amazon Prime, Netflix, and Hulu all have dozens of black movies organized by the genre. Don't you see your favorite black movie on our list? In the comments, make sure you add a recommendation.
And while most of these movies can be purchased or rented on major online platforms such as Google Play, Amazon Prime Video and apple's iTunes Store, we emphasize when these movies are available as part of the library streaming service. Love Jones(Image credit: Getty)Streaming on: HBO Max Love Jones explores both the passionate and intellectual side of love. Darius
Lovehall (Larenz Tate), poet, and Nina Mosely (Nia Long), a photographer, sort their relationship, trying to figure out whether what they have is just causal or something. Director Theodore Witcher offers layered African-American characters that show that the people we love can have flaws. Tate and Long's chemistry is undeniable, and it's nice to see them on screen together. It's a
great movie you can watch with your heart! The Best Man(Image credit: YouTube Movies)Streaming on: Amazon Prime Video via StarzHilarious and heartwarming, the film by writer-director Malcolm D. Lee is about student friends who re-meet at the weekend of marriage and discover new and old truths about themselves. The ensemble cast (including Taye Diggs, Morris
Chestnut, Terrance Howard, Harold Perrineau, Nia Long, and Sanaa Lathan) really clicks, and the film has a good mix of funny and intense emotional moments. The Best Man has a refreshing take on the interdimensional relationships of the characters, and is not afraid to confront the characters honestly and show the mistakes of each individual. Just Mercy(Image credit: Warner
Bros.) Available for hire or purchase at: Amazon Prime Video, YouTube, Google Play, VuduA a young lawyer named Bryan Stevenson (Michael B. Jordan) takes up the cases of death row in death in Alabama, and tries to fight for the life of Walter 'Johnny D' McMillan (Jamie Foxx), who was wrongly convicted of murder. Only Mercy tells an inspiring story and addresses the
obstacles that minorities face in the prejudices of society and the unfair justice system. Michael B. Jordan presents himself perfectly, as does Jamie Foxx, who truly captures the pain of those caught by a broken legal system. While reminding us of the power of hope, it is also the ground floor in reality Racial challenges and shortcomings of the prison system Blacks have faced to
this day. Creed(Image credit: Warner Bros.) Available for hire or purchase at: Amazon Prime Video, iTunes, YouTube, Google Play, VuduCreed is the seventh installment in the Rocky franchise, but this time it focuses on Adonis Creed (Michael B. Jordan), the son of Apollo Creed. Adonis wants to follow in his father's footsteps and decides to be coached by Rocky Balboa
(Sylvester Stallone). With Rocky's help, Adonis tries to get a chance at the title and balance his new life with Bianco (Tessa Thompson). Directed by Ryan Coogler, who will later go to the helm of Black Panther, Creed with a brilliant on-screen performance and a masterfully directed combat sequence. He also does an excellent job of mixing elements from past Rocky films,
especially in the theme of Bill Conti, with contemporary culture. Brown Sugar (Image credit: YouTube Movies)Streaming on: DirecTV Hip-hop producer/exec Dre (Taye Diggs) and XXL editor Sidney (Sanna Lathan) are best friends whose relationship is defined by their mutual love for hip-hop, and for each other. However, their platonic friendship is thrown behind the loop when he
tells her that he will marry Reese Ellis (Nicole Ari Parker), and she falls in love with a basketball player. The changes in their lives in terms of love and the direction of their connection to hip hop bring about the choices that both of them have to make. Brown Sugar acts as a sweet romantic comedy, but it depicts Lathan's evolving relationship with hip hop as he ages and learns the
meaning behind it, as well as who he represents. Image credit: David Bornfriend's Press Material Streaming on: Netflix and KanopyMoonlight is a beautiful look at what it means to be not just a man but a black gay man in America. It focuses on three defining chapters in Chiron's life, taught in three phases of his life in Miami by Alex R. Hibbert, Ashton Sanders and Trevante
Rhodes. His journey into humanity is led by kindness, support and love for the community that helps him raise. Director Barry Jenkins isn't afraid to steer his film away from conventional storytelling and offer its audience something to connect with in its own way. The montage, the cinematography, the direction, the acting, the music and the script come together so beautifully that
they tell such a powerful story of love. No wonder Moonlight won the 2017 Academy Award for Best Picture. When They See Us(Image credit: Netflix)Streaming on: NetflixEven although this is a limited Netflix series, When They See Us in many ways feels like a movie. When they see us, it tells the story of The Central Park Five, who were unmanainly convicted as teenagers for
the murder of 28-year-old women, and were jailed for between six and 13 years (their convictions were dried up in 2002). Prosecutor Linda Fairstein (Felicity Huffman) cites her case against an A-league during court proceedings, while teenage parents (ordered by players including Niecy Nash and Leguizamo) do everything in their best way to give an emotional trial. Jharella
Jermonea's performance will give you goosebumps. When they see us, it successfully reflects the tension and drama of the trial, which is sometimes uncomfortable but necessary to watch. Image credit: Netflix's Streaming on: NetflixUncorked shows the dilemma of a young man who follows passions against his father's wishes. Elijah (Momoudou Athie) wants to become a
sommelier, but his father Louis (played by Courtney Vance) wants to join their family's barbeque joint in Memphis. Back and forth the fuck-up between father and son is a great balance of tension and humour. Prentice Petty's director shows how a father feels confronted when his son doesn't want to join the family business of two generations. The chemistry between Vance and
Niecy Nash (Sylvia) is incredible, and Athie impressively captures the role of the sommelier apprentice. Homecoming: A Film by Beyonce(Image credit: Parkwood Entertainment)Streaming on: NetflixHomecoming is behind the scenes viewing beyoncé's performance at the 2018 Coachella Festival. Home entertainment is inspiring, fun, joyous and above all honest. Not only did we
get a chance to watch a high-quality video of Beyoncé's Coachella performance, we got to see all the hard work that her team and team put into production. The film shows Beyoncés eight months of rehearsals, the sacrifice she's given, and the effort she's made to make this show as good as it was. You don't have to be a fan of Bey to enjoy this movie, and if you are, it's definitely
a movie you're going to want to watch over and over again. Also see HΘMΣCΘMING: LIVE ALBUM. If Beale Street Could Talk(Image credit: Annapurna)Streaming on: HuluV early 70s harlem, lifelong friends Tish Rivers (Kiki Layne) and Alonzo Fonny Hunt (Stephan James) are engaged and expecting a child, but their plans are delayed when Fonny is arrested for a crime he didn't
commit. The strong family dynamic is heart-like as Rivers struggles to pardon Hunt. Everything in Beale Street is completely shut down. It's the current iconic romantic drama. Black Panther(Image credit: Marvel Studios)Streaming on: Disney Plus, Fubo TV After the death of his father, T'Challa (Chadwick Bosman) returns home to the African nation of Wakanda to take over his
rightly as king. When suddenly a powerful enemy reappears, T'Challa mixes like a king, and when the Black Panther tests him as he drags into a conflict that puts the fate of Wakanda and the entire world in danger. While part of the Marvel Cinematic Universe, this film, directed by Ryan Coogler, is fresh and unique with plot coverage and stellar performances from across the show.
The costumes representing different tribes in Africa are all perfectly crafted, and nothing ever looks like an ineart. Even music is based on traditional African music, which lends the film an extra sense of authenticity. Beyond on: Hoopla, KanopyKo has faced a sudden star and arrogant mother (Minnie Driver), singer Noni (Gugu Mbatha-Raw) has a problem with her success. When
she can't face her anymore, Noni tries to hurt herself, but luckily Kaz (Nate Parker), a police officer assigned to her bodyguard, interrupts her suicide attempt. Noni and Kaz feel an immediate attraction, but those in their orbit oppose romance for fear that the couple will be blocked from the direction planned for both of us. Beyond The Lights is an excellent date-night film with so
many important life messages regarding self-image, and being happy and in love is its own kind of success. (Image credit: 20th Century Fox) Streaming on: FX Now Three Brilliant African-American Women, Katherine Johnson (Taraji P. Henson), Dorothy Vaughan (Octavia Spencer) and Mary Jackson (Janelle Monáe) serve as the mathematical brains behind NASA's space
program, Pocev since the launch of astronaut John Glenn (Glen Powell) in orbit in the 1950s, via the 80s space shuttle mission of the 1990s and 90s. Hidden Figures talks about pojacujuci i sincere heart warmth of the true life prici u funj and funj fashion. The real life of Katherine Johnson was ultimately recognized by President Barack Obama with the Presidential Medal of
Freedom. Image credit: Alamy's Streaming on: Watch TCMKo compulsive gambler Little Joe Jackson (Eddie Rochester Anderson) dies in a drunken struggle, wakes up in limbo, where he learns that he will be sent back to Earth for six months to prove he deserves to be in heaven. He wakes up, doesn't remember anything and fights to do the right thing by his devout wife Petunia
(Ethel Waters), while the angel, known as The General (Kenneth Spencer) and devil's son Lucifer Jr. (Rex Ingram), fights for his soul. It's wonderful to watch. Not just because it's a showcase for the talents of a whole group of entertaining and musicians, such as Louis Armstrong, Lena Horne, and Duke Ellington.Imitation of Life(Image credit: Getty)Streaming on: DirecTVLora
Meredith (Lana Turner), a white self-described mom who dreams of being on Broadway, has a chance to be sa Annie Johnson (Juanita Moore) Black Widow. Annie becomes the caretaker of Lora's daughter Suzie (Sandra Dee) and Lora becomes her stage career. Both women deal with motherhood problems: Lorina's tarduous ness threatens her relationship with Suzie, and
Anniena's easy-to-use daughter Sarah Jane (Susan Kohner) struggles with her African-American identity. Moore's performance was especially welcome because of the wonderful realism. Malcolm X(Image credit: Getty)Streaming on: NetflixA tribute to the controversial Black activist and leader, Spike Lee's film accompanies Malcom X (Denzel Washington) through his early years,
his imprisonment in the 1950s, converting to Islam, in his assassination in 1965. This epic of the film leads viewers through Malcolm X's evolutionary philosophy in stage of his life. Denzel Washington has been amplified as the title character, supported by equally strong performances by Angela Bassett and Delroy Linda, with kameosoms nelson mandela and Bobby Seale among
others. Devil in a Blue DressStreaming Available on: Amazon Prime Video via StarzV late 1940s by Los Angeles, Easy Rawlins (Denzel Washington) is an unemployed BlackBlack World War II veteran with little job prospects. At easy bar, he meets DeWitt Albright (Tom Sizemore), a mysterious white man looking for someone to investigate the disappearance of missing white
woman Daphne Monet (Jennifer Beals), whom he suspects is hiding in one of the city's black jazz clubs. Tethered for cash and face house payments, Easy takes over the job, but soon finds it over his head. The devil in the blue suit, based on walter mosely's novel, is good storytelling; It would be fun to see more of Moseley's books translated to the big screen. Get Out(Image
credit: Universal)Available to rent or buy at: Amazon Prime, iTunes, YouTube, Google Play, VuduChris (Daniel Kaluuya) and his girlfriend Rose (Allison Williams) have reached the meeting-parents stage of their relationship. He invites him to the weekend with Missy (Catherine Keener) and Dean (Bradley Whitford). At first, Chris reads the family's overly friendly behaviour as a
nervous attempt to deal with his daughter's interracial relationship, but as the weekend progresses, a series of increasingly disturbing discoveries brings him to a truth he could never have imagined. Directed by Jordan Peele, Get Out is a mind-booing and excellent commentary on race relations, and it's simply a fantastically creepy and edgy horror film. Image credit: Getty Images:
Amazon Prime Video via StarzKo Harlem teacher Dorothy (Diana Ross) tries to save her dog from a storm, miraculously squishing it into an urban fantasy land. After the accident, when she killed the Wicked Witch of the East after her arrival, Dorothy was told of Wiza (Richard Pryor), a magician who could help her return to Manhattan. When Dorothy goes in search of Wiza, she is
joined by The Scarecrow (Michael Jackson), The Tin Man (Nipsey Russell) and The Cowardly Lion (Ted Ross). Wiz offers the audience savings in the lives of Dorothy, The Scarecrow, Lima and The Lion-- all with some SOUL. It's a great reimagining of the original Wizard of Oz.Coming to AmericaAvailable on for rental or purchase on: Amazon Prime, iTunes, Google Play,
YouTube, VuduPrince Akeem (Eddie Murphy) is the prince of a wealthy African country and wants for nothing except the wife who will love him despite his title. To escape an arranged marriage, Akeem flees to America accompanied by his persnickety sidekick Semmi (Arsenio Hall) to find his queen. Tricked into a foreign student who works in a fast food restaurant, he romances
Lisa (Shari Headley), but by revealing my true identity to her and his marital intentions to my king father (James Earl Jones). In addition, john amos, Eriq LaSalle and Samuel L. Jackson's cameo, Coming to America, is one of the best comedians of the 80s, if not all the time. all the time.
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